Warming Your Heart and Home Since 1973

WILKENING
Fireplace

Sealed Fireplace Doors
THREE STYLES AVAILABLE TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

THE ULTIMATE SEAL is a SUPER DUTY air tight door. Designed for closed door use on high heat output fireplaces, this is our most durable option.

THE SUPREME is a HEAVY DUTY air tight door designed for closed door use with regular heat circulating and radiant heat fireplaces.

THE FULLVIEW is a REGULAR DUTY sealed fireplace door designed to maximize your view and eliminate any visual obstructions of the fire.

ULTIMATE SEAL AND SUPREME air tight fireplace doors eliminate cold drafts and odors while giving you control over the fire. Each twin door assembly features steel framed glass sections that have high heat, continuous, woven gaskets sealing them to the frame and a seal around each glass panel to eliminate air infiltration. These doors have been proven to eliminate back smoking into the room at negative pressure levels in excess of -25 PA, allowing a traditional wood burning fireplace in states with the most stringent codes.

ULTIMATE SEAL with standard black finish and optional sliding screen.
Arched SUPREME with optional nickel plated doors and Swedish frame.
Rectangle SUPREME with optional gold plated doors and swing screen.

The FULLVIEW sealed fireplace door will compliment any fireplace with its elegant style and minimize excess air loss from the home. FULLVIEW doors were designed for the customer that wants an improved seal without sacrificing the unobstructed view of the fire. High heat, woven gaskets seal the perimeter of each glass section, allowing the glass to meet in the center to maintain an uninterrupted view of the fire.

Arched FULLVIEW with optional brushed steel finish on frame and doors.
Rectangle FULLVIEW with standard black finish on frame and doors.
Standard door features include: a high heat black satin finish, clear tempered safety glass, a positive contact cam activated latch, a 2” deep mounting flange and a “clearview” room air inlet that controls the burning rate of the fire and assists in keeping the glass panels free from smoke.

**HANDLE STYLES**

- **SPRING HANDLE BLACK**
- **SPRING HANDLE BRASS**
- **SPRING HANDLE NICKLE**
- **WOOD HANDLE BLOCK**
- **WOOD HANDLE SPINDLE**

Spring or wood block handles can be top or bottom mounted. Wood spindle handles are top mounted only.

**Glass Options**
Upgrade the clear tempered safety glass to bronze tinted or smoked grey glass to highlight your door. Optional ceramic glass, rated to 1400 degrees, is recommended for all closed door use. Ceramic glass also improves the heat transfer from the fire into the room as the radiant heat energy easily passes through this material.

**FEATURES AND FINISHES**

- **†SWEDISH STEEL**
- **GOLD PLATING**
- **ANTIQUE BRASS PLATING**
- **†BRUSHED STEEL**
- **NICKEL PLATING**
- **†** **LACQUERED HAMMERED STEEL**

Also available custom painted finishes to Stove Bright Colors.

† Swedish, brushed & lacquered finishes are not available on doors for masonry heaters.

** †** Hammered steel is not available on the FULLVIEW swing sections.

*Antique brass plating is available on the swing sections only.

Beehive Supreme with Swedish Steel frame and Nickel Doors with smoked glass (left). Arched corner door to fit rectangle opening (right). Also Available: Arched frame with rectangle doors, peninsula doors, temple arches and scroll cut frames are scribed to a template.
To receive an estimate for a custom fabricated door, return this information to your dealer.

NOT INTENDED FOR ZERO CLEARANCE FIREPLACES!

A = ____________________ INCHES
B = ____________________ INCHES
C = ____________________ INCHES
D = ____________________ INCHES
E = ____________________ INCHES

(to base of lintel iron)

ALL DOORS ORDERED WITH AN ARCHED FRAME OR RECESSED MOUNTING REQUIRE A TEMPLATE OF THE OPENING BEFORE DOOR CONSTRUCTION IS STARTED!

Is the fireplace equipped with an outside air source for combustion? If so, how large of a duct was used? ____________________

If your fireplace has a raised arch, what is the height of the opening to the top of the arch? ____________________

FEATURES TO INCLUDE IN THE QUOTE REQUEST:

Check or Circle One.

DOOR STYLE:  ULTIMATE SEAL □  SUPREME □  FULLVIEW □  AND Rectangular □  Arched □

FRAME STYLE:  Rectangular □  Arched □

HANDLE STYLE:  Spindle □  Wood Block: Top or Bottom □  Spring: Top or Bottom □  If Spring, Black □  Brass □  Nickle □

GLASS TYPE:  Ceramic □  Tempered □  If Tempered, Clear □  Smoked □  Tinted □

SCREEN:  No □  Yes □  If Yes, Sliding □  Swinging Screen □

DOOR FINISH: Circle One.

Black, Black Hammered, Lacquered Hammered, Swedish Steel, Brushed Steel, Gold Plated, Nickel Plated, Polished Brass Plated, Antique Brass Plated, Custom Color.

FRAME FINISH: Choose One.

Black, Black Hammered, Lacquered Hammered, Swedish Steel, Brushed Steel, Gold Plated, Nickel Plated, Polished Brass Plated, Custom Color. (The maximum size for plating is 60” x 30”)*not available on masonry heaters

- RECOMMENDATIONS -

Each door will be built to overlap the masonry opening by one inch on the sides and top unless you specify differently. Your custom built door will be as accurate as the measurements provided. USE A RIGID TAPE OR METAL RULER FOR EXACT MEASUREMENTS. A mounting flange will protrude into your fireplace opening 2 to 3 inches and be sized to allow 1/4” space between it and your opening. Holes will be site drilled through this flange into the masonry for attachment. A high temperature silicone or refractory caulking can be used to fill any voids between the door frame and your fireplace.

Manufactured By:

WILKENING

WILKENING FIREPLACE CO.
9608 STATE 371 N. W., WALKER, MN 56484

Your Dealer Is:

www.wilkeningfireplace.com • email: wilkenfp@eot.com